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5
Statistical model of rough

surface contact accounting
for size dependent plasticity

and asperity interaction

The work by Greenwood and Williamson (GW) has initiated a simple but ef-
fective method of contact mechanics: statistical modeling based on the me-
chanical response of a single asperity. Two main assumptions of the original
GWmodel, which limit its application, are: the interaction between asperities
is not considered and the asperity response is purely elastic. However, as
asperities lie on a continuous substrate, the deformation of one asperity will
change the height of all other asperities through deformation of the substrate
and thus will influence subsequent contact evolution. Secondly, a high as-
perity contact pressure will result in plasticity, which is size dependent below
tens of microns, with smaller being harder. In this chapter, the asperity inter-
action effect is taken into account through substrate deformation, while a size
dependent plasticity model is adopted for individual asperities. The intrin-
sic length in the strain gradient plasticity (SGP) theory is obtained by fitting
to two-dimensional discrete dislocation plasticity simulations of the flatten-
ing of a single asperity. By utilizing the single asperity response in three
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dimensions and taking asperity interaction into account, a statistical calcu-
lation of rough surface contact is performed. The result is compared with
full-detail FEM simulations of rough surface contact using SGP. Our focus is
on the difference of contact predictions based on size dependent plasticity as
compared to the usual size independent plasticity.

5.1. Introduction
The roughness of practical surfaces leads to the real contact area being only a

small portion of the apparent contact area. The friction force is usually written as

𝐹 = 𝜇𝑁, where 𝜇 is the friction coefficient,𝑁 is the normal force. It can also be in-

terpreted as 𝐹 = 𝜏𝐴with 𝜏 being the contact interfacial shear strength and 𝐴 being
the real contact area. It is interesting to notice that the two types of interpretations

indicate a linear dependence between 𝐹 and 𝐴, if it is assumed that the interfacial

shear strength 𝜏 is a constant like the friction coefficient 𝜇. However, as already
pointed out in [1], this is far frombeing trivial. The standardworkhorse of contact

mechanics, viz. the classical Hertz contact theory does not predict a linear depen-

dence of contact area on the normal load for a single asperity. As opposed to the

single asperity model, Greenwood and Williamson [2] (GW) obtained a roughly

linear dependence by modeling the normal contact between rough surfaces. In

their model, a rough surface consists of asperities whose radius of curvature at

the asperity tip is 𝑅 while the height of the asperities follows a Gaussian distri-

bution. Asperities deform elastically and independently (deforming one asperity

will not influence the height of other asperities), and the overall contact force is

the sum of contact forces at all contacting asperities.

Since then, a number of models have been introduced to relax the limiting as-

sumptions of the original GWmodel in order to extend its applicability.

Bush, Gibson and Thomas [3] modeled fully elliptical contacts, thereby relax-

ing the GW assumption of a common mean radius of asperity curvature. Green-

wood [4], subsequently simplified the model in [3] by using the geometric mean

of the asperity curvature withmildly elliptical Hertz solutions. Chang, Etsion and

Bogy [5] introduced plasticity into the original GW model. Subsequent work by

Kogut and Etsion (KE) [6] utilized the finite elementmethod based on 𝐽 plasticity

theory and developed curve-fitted force-vs-deformation equations that account

for elastic, elastic-plastic and fully plastic deformation regimes for the contact be-

tween sphere and a rigid flat.

Beside theasperitydeformationbeingelastic, theoriginalGreenwood-Williamson

model assumes that there is no interaction between asperities, so that the statisti-
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cal analysis is essentially the sumof the response of all individual asperities on the

rough surface. However, since all asperities share the same substrate, deforma-

tion of contacting asperities will deflect the substrate. All other asperities will be

shifted down by an amount that depends on the distance to the contacting asper-

ity and the response of the contacting asperity. Consequently, the contact evolu-

tionwill be different from the original GWmodel. Ciavarella et al. [7] extended the

GW model to incorporate the asperity interaction effect for a finite surface area.

Asperity interaction is incorporated by treating the contact pressure as being uni-

formly distributed over the apparent contact area and the resulting deformation

as uniform. Chandrasekar et al. [8] introduced asperity interaction throughHertz

solution. Moreover, they accounted for plastic deformation of the asperities by

utilizing the FEM result of [6]. Vakis [9] subsequently accounted for interaction

between contacting asperities and their non-contacting neighbors through a sta-

tistical method and explored the effect of the order of interactions (how far away

a contacting asperity influences) on the total contact force. Unfortunately, the

interaction effect was only taken into account for non-contacting asperities that

may come into contact during the subsequent loading. Song et al. [10] re-visited

themodel and revised the interaction effect to account for all asperities on the sur-

face regardless of their instantaneous contact status. The revised model showed

that the interaction effect converges with increasing order of interaction and ef-

fectively reduces the contact force compared with the analysis in which the inter-

action effect is absent.

Some of the studies mentioned above, viz. [6, 8, 9, 10], recognized that the lo-

cal contact pressure at small asperitiesmay lead to plastic deformation. However,

it is quite clear that plasticity of small samples of a crystalline material is size de-

pendent below tens ofmicrons, with smaller samples having a higher yield stress.

Therefore, size dependent plasticity need to be taken into account in rough sur-

face contact problems.

Two-dimensional (2D) Discrete dislocation plasticity (DDP) simulations have

successfully captured size effects in a variety of different problems, such as bend-

ing [11], indentation [12], tension [13]. Recently, the method has been applied in

contact/friction studies, such as asperity flattening [14], asperity ploughing [15].

As a macroscopic continuum description, the conventional mechanism-based

strain gradient plasticity (CMSGP) has been used to describe the indentation size

effect [16, 17] and the effect of particle size in composite materials [18]. Recently

CMSGP has been applied to 3D rough surface contact [19], revealing a strong

difference with the predictions by size independent 𝐽 plasticity. The FEM sim-

ulations involved, however, put a high demand on computational resources and
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time.

Themodel presented in this chapter is the first to incorporate both size depen-

dent plasticity and asperity interaction studying rough surface contact by means

of statistical summation of the response of individual asperities. The elastoplas-

tic response of a single asperity under contact is characterized by strain gradient

plasticity (SGP). The intrinsic length in the SGPmodel is obtained by discrete dis-

location plasticity simulations of the flattening of idealized asperities of different

size. Asperity interaction is implemented through the method in [10] described

in Chap. 2. In addition, the comparison of predictions between the statistical

model and a full-blown FEM simulation is made to verify the effectiveness of the

statistical model. We are interested in how different the overall response is when

plasticity is size dependent.

5.2. Description of the problem
A 3D numerically generated random rough surface with nominal area of 10𝜇m×
10𝜇m is compressed by a rigid flat surface. The geometry of the rough surface is

the sameas in [19], seeFig. 5.1. Givenavalue for the rootmeansquare (rms)height

Figure 5.1: Deformable rough surfaces on a substrate, contour color: blue—valley, red—peak.

and surface correlation length 𝑙 , an isotropic rough surface with Gaussian statis-
tics is numerically generated by the method described in [19]. The spectral mo-
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ments of the surface can be determined from the height profile 𝑧(𝑥) (for isotropic
surfaces) as in [20]

𝑚 = AVG(𝑧 (𝑥)), 𝑚 = AVG[(𝑑𝑧(𝑥)/𝑑𝑥) ], 𝑚 = AVG[(𝑑 𝑧(𝑥)/𝑑𝑥 ) ]. (5.1)

These spectral moments define the GW parameters (𝑅, 𝜂, 𝜎 ) for the statistical

analysis as follows:

𝑅 = 0.375(𝜋/𝑚 ) / , 𝜂 = (𝑚 /𝑚 )/6𝜋√3, 𝜎 = (1 − 0.8968/𝛼) / 𝑚 / , (5.2)

where 𝑅 is the average asperity tip curvature, 𝜂 is the asperity density, 𝜎 is the

asperity height standard deviation and 𝛼 = (𝑚 𝑚 )/𝑚 .

With the above parameters, the contact of the numerically generated rough

surface can be dealt with in a GW statistical method [2], as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

The height of the rough surface follows a normal distribution with standard devi-

Figure 5.2: Sketch of a rough surface under contact with a rigid flat indicated by the blue bar. The
distance from the rigid flat to the asperity mean height is , while is the asperity height measured
relative to the asperity mean height. The asperity interference is = − .

ation 𝜎. It is assumed that the asperity height also follows a Gaussian distribution

with standard deviation 𝜎 . The difference between 𝜎 and 𝜎 is that the former

only includes the information of the asperity tips while the latter also includes the

information of valleys. According to [21], 𝜎 and 𝜎 are related through

𝜎 = √𝜎 − 3.717 × 10−
𝜂 𝑅 . (5.3)

5.3. Mechanical response of a single asperity
Themechanical response of a single asperity in existing GW-type statistical mod-

els was assumed to be either purely elastic or size independent elastoplastic. In

this section, the size dependent elastoplastic response of a single asperity in con-

tact is characterized by conventional mechanism-based strain gradient plasticity

(CMSGP). InCMSGP, thematerial flow stress𝜎flow does not only dependonplastic
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strain 𝜀p but also on the plastic strain gradient 𝜂p through

𝜎flow = 𝜎Y√𝑓 (𝜀p) + 𝑙𝜂p. (5.4)

Here, 𝜎Y is the material initial yield strength, 𝑓(𝜀p) describes the material strain

hardening, and 𝑙 is the intrinsicmaterial length. Details of the theory canbe found

in [17, 22].

Oneof the limitations ofCMSGP is that the valueof 𝑙 canbedifferent under dif-
ferent loading conditions as 𝑙 reflects the change in the material micro-structure.

Therefore, the value of 𝑙 is usually determined by experiments for a specific prob-

lem, for example, 𝑙 = 4𝜇m in torsion of copper wire [23] while it is 12𝜇m for the

indentation of annealed single crystal copper [24]. As far as we know, no asper-

ity contact experiments has been carried out to determine the value of 𝑙. Thus,
we make use of the idea of multiscale modeling in order to extract the parameter

from a simulation at smaller length scale.

5.3.1. Multiscale modeling of sinusoidal asperity flattening
In continuum plasticity theories, such as 𝐽 flow theory and strain gradient plas-

ticity theory, plasticity is described by phenomenological parameters, such as the

yield strength 𝜎Y and the hardening exponent 𝑛, etc.. By contrast, discrete dislo-
cation plasticity (DDP) tracks all individual dislocations in an elastic background.

Plasticity is described through the generation, motion and annihilation of dislo-

cations; yield strength and hardening rate are outcomes of the computation. In

this section,wewill performa2Dsinusoidal asperityflattening simulationbyDDP

and CMSGP together to determine the value of 𝑙.
Themodel problem is shown in Fig. 5.3. A sinusoidal asperity withwavelength

𝑤 and amplitude 𝐴, lies on a very large substrate to exclude the finite size effect of
the substrate. The asperity is compressed by a rigid flat. Discrete dislocation plas-

ticity in the asperity is investigated within the Van der Giessen-Needleman [25]

framework, where traction and displacement boundary conditions are incorpo-

rated using superposition. The aspect ratio of the asperity is 𝑤/𝐴 = 10 as in [14].

The crystal is taken to have properties that are reminiscent of aluminum with

Young’s modulus 𝐸 = 70 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 𝜈 = 0.33. Three slip systems are

usedwhoseorientations (0○, 60○ and120○) are indicated inFig. 5.3. The slipplanes

are spaced at 200𝑏, where 𝑏 is the Burgers vector magnitude of 0.25 nm. Sources

and obstacles are randomly distributed over the slip planes with densities of 60

𝜇m− and 120 𝜇m− respectively. The sources mimic the Frank-Read mechanism

in 2D, and are characterized by a strength and the time needed to generate a new
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Figure 5.3: Contact between a single asperity and a rigid flat in DDP calculation. Three slip systems
with orientations 0○, 60○ and 120○ are used. The finite element is highly refined around the asperity to
capture contact evolution precisely.

dipole, cf.[25]. The strength of the sources to generate edge dislocations is se-

lected randomly from a Gaussian distribution with mean value �̄�nuc = 50 MPa,

and 20% (10MPa) standard deviation. The strength of the obstacles, 𝜏obs, is taken
to be 200 MPa. We assume the same loading rate �̇� of 0.04 nm/ns as in earlier

asperity studies [14, 15]. Since source strength and position, as well as obstacle

position are randomly distributed, each case is repeated for 10 different realiza-

tions of strength and position to average out stochastic variations.

The mean contact pressure 𝑝 is defined as

𝑝m = 1/𝐶 ∫ 𝑝(𝑥 )𝑑𝑥 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶 (5.5)

where 𝐶 is the contact area between the rigid flat and sinusoidal asperity. The

contact area gradually evolves with increased flattening displacement 𝑈. We also

define a strain-like measure for the asperity

𝜀asp = 𝑈/2𝐴. (5.6)

It can be seen in Fig. 5.4, when the asperity size𝑤 < 32𝜇m, there is a strong size

effect with smaller asperities having higher mean contact pressure.

When 𝑤 ≥ 32𝜇m, the DDP results become size independent and therefore

should also be captured by 𝐽 plasticity. For 𝐽 plasticity theory, we assume the

material has exponential hardening in the form

𝜎 = 𝜎Y (1 +
𝐸𝜀p
𝜎Y
) , (5.7)
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Figure 5.4: Mean contact pressure versus asperity strain for different sizes of asperity carried out by
DDP.

where 𝑛 is the hardening exponent. Firstly, by looking at the point where the DDP
result starts to deviate from the result of the purely elastic model of asperity flat-

tening, we determine the initial yield strength 𝜎Y in 𝐽 plasticity model. Then,

with 𝜎 , the hardening exponent 𝑛 can be determined by fitting the rest of the

DDP result. Fig. 5.5 shows that the DDP prediction with dislocation properties
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between DDP and plasticity: mean contact pressure versus asperity strain
for the asperity size = m.

(𝜌nuc = 60𝜇m− , 𝜌obs = 120𝜇m− , �̄�nuc = 50 MPa, 𝜏obs = 200 MPa) is accurately
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captured by 𝐽 theory with the initial yield strength 𝜎Y = 210MPa and hardening

exponent 𝑛 = 0.1.
For an asperity of size 𝑤 < 32𝜇m, a similar size effect as predicted by DDP

can be obtained with the CMSGP model when the intrinsic length 𝑙 is taken as

4.4𝜇m, see Fig. 5.6. The fitted intrinsic length 𝑙 = 4.4𝜇m is a reasonable value

which is similar to the intrinsic length (∼ 5𝜇m) as obtained for indentation in Alu-

minum [26]. The reason for the increasing deviation for smaller asperities in the
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Figure 5.6: ComparisonbetweenDDPandSGPplasticity: mean contact pressure versus asperity strain
for the asperity size (a) = m, (b) = m.

small strain regimes (Fig. 5.6(b) versus Fig. 5.6(a)) is that when the asperity size

becomes smaller, the early stage of plasticity in DDP model is dislocation source

limited, while the SGPmodel (continuumplasticity) is equivalent to having unre-

stricted dislocation sources.

5.3.2. Curve-fitted force-interference equations
In order to relax the limitation of the original GWmodel that the asperity response

is purely elastic, Kogut and Etsion [6] carried out FEM simulations of the flatten-

ing of a half sphere using 𝐽 plasticity and parametrized the asperity elastoplastic

response (contact force and contact area) at different regimes as the function of

asperity interference. Their results are used in many subsequent GW type sta-

tistical models [8, 9] to take plasticity into account. Following the work of Kogut

and Etsion [6], in this section, we aim to provide parametrized functions of single

asperity response which takes size dependent plasticity into account.
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In order to get a reference, the model problem is the same as that in [6] as

shown in Fig. 5.7: a half sphere with radius 𝑅 is compressed by a rigid flat. The

contact between the rigid flat and sphere is frictionless. The mesh used in the

simulations is 8 times finer than that shown in Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Axisymmetric model to study the contact between a half sphere and a rigid flat.

Basedon theball indentationhardness test of Tabor [27], GreenwoodandWill-

iamson discussed the limit of elastic deformation [2]: the onset of plastic flow

is reached when the maximum Hertz pressure reaches about 0.6𝐻, where 𝐻 is

the hardness of the material. Kogut and Etsion [6] adopted the results of Chang

et al. [5] in which the maximum contact pressure at the inception of plastic de-

formation is generalized as 𝐾𝐻, where 𝐾 is the hardness coefficient defined as

𝐾 = 0.454+0.41𝜈 and𝐻 = 2.8𝜎Y. Therefore, the critical interference𝑈 that marks

the transition from purely elastic to elastoplastic deformation is given by

𝑈 = (
𝜋𝐾𝐻
2𝐸 ) 𝑅. (5.8)

The corresponding critical contact force and contact area are 𝑃 =
2
3𝐾𝐻𝜋𝑅𝑈 ,

𝐴 = 𝜋𝑅𝑈 respectively. Kogut and Etsion [6] subdivided the entire elastoplastic

response into four regimes and parametrized their FEM results for contact force

𝑃 and contact area 𝐴 as a function of the interference in each regime through a

power law:

𝑃/𝑃 = 𝑏 (𝑈/𝑈 ) , 𝐴/𝐴 = 𝑐 (𝑈/𝑈 ) . (5.9)

where constants 𝑏 ,𝑚 , 𝑐 , 𝑛 are fitted parameters,

Here, we parametrize the asperity response with different material’s plastic
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properties that are obtained in the previous section (𝐽 with strain hardening, SGP

model). The elasto-perfectly plasticmodel which is used in the original KEmodel

is alsoutilized tohighlight thedifferencebetweendifferentplasticitymodels. Even

though the evolution of plasticity in the asperity varies among different plasticity

models, weuse the same four regimes as in [6] for the convenience of comparison.

The values of the constants 𝑏 ,𝑚 , 𝑐𝑖, 𝑛 for the differentmodels are summarized in

Table 1 in appendix. Fig. 5.8a shows the normalized force-interference response

for two different 𝑅 which correspond to two numerically generated random sur-

faces with different roughness. In contrast with 𝐽 plasticity, predictions by SGP

shows typical size effect: smaller is harder. Fig. 5.8b shows that compared with 𝐽
plasticity, size dependent plasticity yields a smaller contact area. For both contact

force and contact area, the effect of hardening (with hardening exponent 𝑛 = 0.1)
in 𝐽 plasticity is quite small.
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Figure 5.8: Response of a sphere under contact. (a) Dimensionless force versus dimensionless inter-
ference, (b) dimensionless contact area versus dimensionless interference.

5.4. Statistical analysis of rough surface contact
After having characterized the mechanical response of a single asperity under

contact, we will now use this single asperity response in a rough surface contact

analysis. For this, it is assumed that the asperity height follows a Gaussian distri-

bution with standard deviation 𝜎 . Following [6], all length dimensions are nor-

malized by the standard deviation of the surface height distribution 𝜎, and the
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dimensionless values are denoted by ∗. For a surface with nominal contact area

𝐴 and asperity density 𝜂, the number of asperities in contact is

𝑁 = 𝜂𝐴 ∫
∗

𝜑∗(𝑧∗)d𝑧∗,

where

𝜑∗(𝑧∗) = 1
√2𝜋

(
𝜎
𝜎 )exp [−0.5(

𝜎
𝜎 ) (𝑧

∗) ]

is the dimensionless asperity height probability density function. Thedimension-

less interference is defined as 𝑈∗ = 𝑧∗ − 𝑑∗ where 𝑧 and 𝑑 are measured relative to

the mean asperity height, see Fig. 5.2.

Knowing the mechanical response as a function of the local interference for

a single asperity, we can determine the total force on the whole rough surface by

summation of all individual asperity contributions. Thus the total contact force is

expressed as

𝑃sum = 𝜂𝐴 ∫ 𝑃(𝑧 − 𝑑)𝜑(𝑧)d𝑧,

and the real contact area is

𝐴sum = 𝜂𝐴 ∫ 𝐴(𝑧 − 𝑑)𝜑(𝑧)d𝑧.

After normalization by the hardness 𝐻, the nominal contact pressure, defined as

𝑃∗ = 𝑃sum/𝐴n, for the whole surface is obtained in the form

𝑃∗ = 𝑃sum𝐴n𝐻
=
2
3𝜋𝛽𝐾𝑈

∗ [∫
∗+ ∗

∗
𝐼 + ∫

∗+ ∗

∗+ ∗
𝐼 + ∫

∗+ ∗

∗+ ∗
𝐼 + ∫ ∗+ ∗

𝐼 ] ,

(5.10)

where 𝛽 = 𝜎𝑅𝜂 and for each region 𝐼 is

𝐼 = 𝑏 (𝑧
∗ − 𝑑∗
𝑈∗ ) 𝜑∗(𝑧∗)𝑑𝑧∗.

We remind the reader that the values of 𝑏 ,𝑚 are shown in Table 5.1 in appendix

for different regimes and different plasticity models. In the original KEmodel [6],

thematerial is assumed tobeperfectlyplastic and thematerial hardness is defined

as 𝐻 = 2.8𝜎Y. When the material exhibits strain hardening, 𝐻 is not a constant
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as plastic flow strength evolves; when the strain gradient effect is considered, 𝐻
becomes size dependent. Henceforth, onemight argue to just normalize stress by

the initial yield strength 𝜎Y, but here we still use 𝐻 = 2.8𝜎Y to nondimensionalize

the nominal contact pressure in keeping with the original KE model.

Similar to Eq. 5.10, the ratio of the real contact area to the nominal contact area

,𝐴∗, can be calculated as

𝐴∗ = 𝐴sum𝐴n
= 𝜋𝛽𝑈∗ [∫

∗+ ∗

∗
𝐼 + ∫

∗+ ∗

∗+ ∗
𝐼 + ∫

∗+ ∗

∗+ ∗
𝐼 + ∫ ∗+ ∗

𝐼 ] ,

(5.11)

where the integrand is

𝐼 = 𝑐 (𝑧
∗ − 𝑑∗
𝑈∗ ) 𝜑∗(𝑧∗)𝑑𝑧∗,

(see Table 5.1 for values of 𝑐 and 𝑛 ).

When we take asperity interaction into account, the effective shift down of

mean asperity height Ω∗(𝑑∗) changes the asperity height distribution into

𝜑∗(𝑧∗) = 1
√2𝜋

(
𝜎
𝜎 ) exp [−0.5(

𝜎
𝜎 ) (𝑧

∗ +Ω∗(𝑑∗)) ] .

As the numerically generated rough surface has a finite surface area, the order of

interaction is 𝑛max = √𝐴𝜂 − 1. (Cf. Chapter 2)
As pointed out in Sec. 5.2, given a 3D rough surfacewith two roughness param-

eters (rms and correlation length 𝑙 ) like the one shown in Fig. 5.1, the GWparam-

eters (𝑅, 𝜂, 𝜎 ) can be obtained from the spectral moments. When rms = 0.08𝜇m,

𝑙 = 0.4𝜇m, we have 𝑅 = 0.36𝜇m, 𝜂 = 1.5𝜇m− , 𝜎 = 0.039𝜇m; for rms = 0.16𝜇m,

𝑙 = 0.4𝜇m, the GW parameters become 𝑅 = 0.18𝜇m, 𝜂 = 1.5𝜇m− , 𝜎 = 0.069𝜇m.

Thepredictionsby the statisticalmodel for differentmaterial plastic properties

are shown in Fig. 5.9. It can be seen in Fig. 5.9(a) that strain hardening results in a

larger contact force compared to perfect plasticity. When strain gradient plasticity

is considered, the contact force is even larger. When the surface becomes rougher,

the prediction of SGP deviates a lot from the predictions of 𝐽 plasticity. We also

find that the prediction of SGP is very sensitive to the surface roughness while

predictions by 𝐽 models, especially without hardening, is almost independent of

the surface roughness. This is consistent with the findings in [19, 28].

Fig. 5.9(b) reveals roughly linear relationship between the dimensionless con-

tact area and dimensionless contact force for different plasticmodels and surface
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Figure 5.9: Predictions by statistical model for the rough surface with roughness parameters rms =
. m, = . m (solid line) and rms = . m, = . m (dashed line). (a) Dimensionless

force versus dimensionless interference. The inset shows the dimensionless force in log scale for small
dimensionless interference. (b) Dimensionless force versus dimensionless contact area.

roughness. This indicates that for the contact of rough surfaces, this linear depen-

dence is universal irrespective of material’s plastic properties and surface rough-

ness. Moreover, we notice that the slope indicates the dimensionless mean con-

tact pressure: in the SGPmodel, themean contact pressure ismuch larger than 𝐽
models.

5.5. Comparison between FEM predictions and sta-
tistical model predictions

In the previous section, we have presented statistical model predictions for the

contact of numerically generated rough surfaces with different roughness. The

results have shown that when the size dependent plasticity is taken into account,

themodel prediction is quite differentwith predictions using 𝐽 plasticity. The dif-

ference increaseswhen the surface becomes rougher. In this section, we carry out

FEM simulations for the contact of numerically generated random rough surfaces

and compare the results with statistical model predictions. Details of the FEM

simulation can be found in Chapter 3. For the same roughness parameters, nu-

merically generated randomrough surfaces are different; therefore for each group

of roughness parameters, we do five simulations to average out stochasticity. For
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of predictions between FEMmodel and statistical model for the rough sur-
face with roughness parameters rms = . m and = . m. (a) Dimensionless force versus in-
terference, (b) dimensionless are versus interference, (c) dimensionless force versus dimensionless
contact area.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of predictions between FEMmodel and statistical model for the rough sur-
face with roughness parameters rms = . m and = . m. (a) Dimensionless force versus inter-
ference, (b) dimensionless force versus dimensionless contact area.

a roughness characterized by rms = 0.08𝜇m and 𝑙 = 0.4𝜇m, Fig. 5.10(a) shows

that the FEMprediction of the dimensionless contact force is very sensitive to the

randomness of surface topography. The standard deviation of the FEM predic-

tion increases with increasing dimensionless load. For the average of the five re-

alizations, there is a clear difference between SGP and 𝐽 predictions. Taking into

account the large standarddeviationdue to the limitednumberof sample calcula-

tions , it is possible for statisticalmodel predictions tomatch the FEMresults. Also

the contact area evolution is quite sensitive to the randomness of surface topogra-

phy, see Fig. 5.10(b). The average of five FEM predictions is larger than statistical

predictions. By contrast, in Fig. 5.10(c), the real contact pressure (slope of curves)

is not sensitive to the randomness of the surface topography as indicated by all

plotted data points. This demonstrates that the linear dependence is strongly de-

pendent on material plastic properties: the magnitude of the slope depends on

the surfacematerial average flow strength; the standard deviation of the slope de-

pends on the variety of the flow strength which determines the range of contact

pressure distributions. We can find that SGP has a higher slope than 𝐽 hardening

which is also higher than 𝐽 perfect plasticity. At the same time, SGP prediction

has the largest standard deviation. When the surface is rougher (rms = 0.16𝜇m
and 𝑙 = 0.4𝜇m), compared to that in Fig. 5.10(a), Fig. 5.11(a) shows that both the

statistical and the FEM computation give rise to a larger dimensionless contact
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force for the SGP model. However, the statistical prediction is not covered by the

standard deviation of FEM simulation results. This suggests the trend that the de-

viation between statistical model prediction and FEM simulation increases with

increasing surface roughness. According to Fig. 5.11(b), similar observations can

be made regarding the predicted real mean contact pressure.

5.6. Discussion and Conclusions
The elastoplastic contact of a numerically generated 3D random rough surface

was analyzed by both full-detail FEM simulations and a novel statistical model.

TheGWparameterswereextracted throughsurface spectralmomentsof the rough-

ness. The sizedependent elastoplastic behavior of a single asperity contact, which

is needed in the statistical analysis, was extracted from strain gradient plasticity

simulations. In the spirit of a multiscale approach, the value of the length scale

in the strain gradient theory has been obtained from 2D simulation of the same

single asperity problem bymeans of discrete dislocation plasticity.

In terms of the cost of computational resources and time, statisticalmodel has

a huge advantage over the 3D FEM computations. Yet, it gives qualitatively simi-

lar results for the linear dependence between contact (normal) force and contact

area, and for the sensitivity of the contact response to surface roughness,material

hardening and plastic strain gradient effects.

Quantitatively, the predictions of the statisticalmodel agree well with the FEM

simulation results for 𝐽 plasticity (withorwithout hardening)when the stochastic

variation in surface roughness of finite-size FEM samples is taken into consider-

ation. However, for SGP, the two model predictions for rougher surfaces do not

match well, even with consideration of the large dispersion in the FEM results.

The possible reason for this lies in the asperity finite strain effect. The statistical

model utilizes the response of a single asperity with radius of curvature 𝑅 equals

to themean radius curvature of all surface asperity tips before contact. In the FEM

simulations, however, the “equivalent” radius of curvature of contacting asperi-

ties increases as they are flattened. When using the SGP model, this increase of

𝑅 gives rise to a decrease of the hardness and hence contact force, relative to the

statistical model where 𝑅 remains constant. Therefore the statistical model will

tend to overestimate the contact force.

To summarize, the salient conclusions of the study are:

• discretedislocationplasticity reveals a clear sizedependentbehaviorof small

asperities in contact. When the asperity width 𝑤 is large enough (for the

sample parameters used here, 𝑤 > 32𝜇m), the behavior becomes size inde-
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pendent.

• For the sample properties implied by discrete dislocation plasticity for the

parameter values chosenhere, the intrinsic length inCMSGP theory is4.4𝜇m.

• With sizedependentplasticitybeing incorporated through theCMSGPmodel,

the statistical method is able to predict the dependence of the surface re-

sponseon thematerial’s plasticproperties andon the surface roughness: the

strain gradient gives rise to a larger contact force than 𝐽 model predictions;

the linear dependence exists regardless of material’s plastic properties and

surface roughness; The strain gradient plasticity prediction is much more

sensitive to surface roughness than 𝐽 predictions .

• For moderately rough surfaces (when rms/𝑙 ⪅ 0.02 for the parameters used

here), using strain gradient plasticity, the statistical prediction of contact

force and contact area agree reasonably well with FEM predictions. How-

ever, when the surface is rougher, the two model predictions deviate. We

conclude that for a statistical model to give quantitatively accurate predic-

tions, the size distribution of asperities and the mechanical response of as-

perities at different sizes would need to be included.
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Appendix: fit parameters as a function of dimen-
sionless interference

Perfectly plastic J2 with hardening
𝑏 𝑚 𝑐 𝑛 𝑏 𝑚 𝑐 𝑛

𝑈/𝑈 < 1 (𝑖 = 1) 1 1.5 1 1 1 1.5 1 1
1 ≤ 𝑈/𝑈 ≤ 6 (𝑖 = 2) 1 1.518 1 1.137 1 1.533 1 1.124
6 ≤ 𝑈/𝑈 ≤ 110 (𝑖 = 3) 2 1.195 1 1.135 1.952 1.208 1 1.128
𝑈/𝑈 > 110 (𝑖 = 4) 3/𝐾 1 1.173 1.1 2.562 1.15 1.302 1.07

SGP 𝑅 = 0.36𝜇m SGP 𝑅 = 0.18𝜇m
𝑏 𝑚 𝑐 𝑛 𝑏 𝑚 𝑐 𝑛

𝑈/𝑈 < 1 (𝑖 = 1) 1 1.5 1 1 1 1.5 1 1
1 ≤ 𝑈/𝑈 ≤ 6 (𝑖 = 2) 1 1.587 1 1.036 1 1.593 1 1.043
6 ≤ 𝑈/𝑈 ≤ 110 (𝑖 = 3) 1.5 1.345 1 1.052 1.444 1.397 1 1.033
𝑈/𝑈 > 110 (𝑖 = 4) 2.571 1.227 1.113 1.029 1.442 1.394 0.9558 1.042

Table 5.1: Fitted values of parameters in Equation (5.9) for different curves in Figure 5.8




